MT1 General Works
MT2.5 Music Study Abroad
MT3-5 History
MT5.5-7 Music Theory
MT9-15 Printed Pedagogical Aids
MT9 Examinations, Exercises, etc.
MT10 Teachers’ and Supervisors’ Manuals, etc.
MT35 Charts, Diagrams, etc.
MT17 Music in Special Education
MT18 Music in Colleges and Universities
MT20-34 Systems and Methods
MT35-39 Notation
MT40-67 Composition Elements and Techniques of music
MT68 Improvisation, Accompaniment, Transposition
MT70-74 Instrumentation and Orchestration
MT75 Interpretation
MT80 Embellishment
MT82 Memorizing
MT85 Conducting, Score Reading and Playing
MT87 Community Music
MT88 Administration and Instruction of Vocal Groups
MT90-146 Analysis and Appreciation of musical works

MT170 - 725 Instrumental Techniques, Solo Instrument
MT180-258 Keyboard instruments
MT259-338 Stringed instruments
MT260-279 Violin
MT280-298 Viola
MT300-318 Cello
MT320-334 Double Bass
MT339-533 Wind instruments
MT340-348 Flute
MT360-368 Oboe
MT380-388 Clarinet
MT400-408 Bassoon
MT420-428 Horn
MT440-448 Trumpet, Cornet
MT460-468 Trombone
MT480-488 Tuba
MT500-508 Saxophone
MT539-654 Plucked instruments
MT540-548 Harp
MT580-588 Guitar
MT655-725 Percussion and other instruments

MT728 - 735 Instrumental Techniques, Ensembles
MT728 Chamber Music Instruction and study
MT730 Orchestral Music instruction and study
MT733 Band Music instruction and study
MT737 Motion Picture Accompanying
MT740-810 Instrumental Techniques for Children

MT820 - 915 Singing and Vocal Technique
MT821 Physiology & Care of Voice
MT825-853 Systems & Methods
MT890 Studies & Exercises
MT898-915 Vocal Techniques for Children

MT918 - 948 School Music
MT920-925 Kindergarten
MT930-949 Elementary schools
Junior high schools
High schools
(Don’t forget the CRC on the 2nd floor, which has a large collection of K-12 Music Ed materials)

MT950 Music to Accompany Instruction in ballet, folk dancing, etc.
MT955 Musical Theater Production
MT956 Musical Theater Performing
MT960 Music in the Theater

Instruction and Study